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The fake news, the public, the democracy, and the journalists: 

Synchronizing freedom of press in India 
 

Paras Dargah*1 
 

 ABSTRACT  

Freedom of Press is the right conferred on the Media to report information given to the 

journalist. It is one of the most important rights granted to the media to express their opinion 

in the interest of the society. India has adopted the feature of ‘Freedom of Press’ from the 

First Amendment by the United States. It is not explicitly mentioned in the Indian 

Constitution, but Article 19(1)(a) enumerates this right to the press. The right is imperative 

for the smooth functioning of democracy. However, in India, freedom of press is under threat 

as journalists face heckling from the public. This article throws light on the subject by 

analogizing and distinguishing with cases from international law. Fake news by the media is 

also a threat to the freedom of press as it is not absolute. It has certain exceptions. So fake 

news overrides it. In this research paper, international laws are discussed, and it is suggested 

that Indian government should also make such laws. Hence, journalists must be given their 

rights and people must not interfere in their rights. Further, India has dropped down in 

freedom of press index. This is one more threat to one of the largest democracies of the 

world. Thus, stringent laws must be made to protect journalists, in turn ensuring democracy. 
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INTRODUCTION 

To preserve democracy, it is necessary that people have the right to freedom of speech and 

expression. It also ensures effective functioning of various organs of the constitution. One such 

right is the ‘freedom of press’ which is a part of freedom of speech and expression. It is adopted 

from the first amendment made in the constitution of the United States.2 Denial to freedom of press 

would be a counter to the democracy. 

Freedom of press is essential as it plays a vital role as a link between the government and the 

people. In a democratic set up, when the Press enjoys the privilege of reporting matters of grave 

importance, it leads to a smooth functioning of the administration. In the United States, during the 

first amendment to the Constitution, the Press was given more importance. Lord Mansfield has 

defined the liberty of press way back in 1784 as “printing without permission or license subject to 

consequences of law”.3 Unlike American Constitution, Indian Constitution does not explicitly 

grant freedom of Press. However, Article 19(1)(a) of the Indian Constitution provides for freedom 

of speech and expression, subsuming in itself ‘freedom of Press’.4  

Mahatma Gandhi once emphasized that “Freedom of Press, and pen is foundation of Swaraj. 

If the foundation stone is in danger, you have to exert the whole of you might in order to defend a 

single stone”.5 Moreover, Jawaharlal Nehru emphatically expressed his opinion that “Press is one 

of the most vital organs of democracy. The Press has tremendous powers and responsibilities. The 

Press must be respected”.6 The position of Press in India was defined by Privy Council in Arnold 

v. King Emperor in the following words:7 

The freedom of journalist is an ordinary part of the freedom of the subject, and to whatever 

lengths the subject in general may go, so also may the journalist, but apart from the 

statutory law his privilege is no other and no higher. The responsibilities attach to his power 

in the dissemination of the printed matter may and in case of a conscientious journalist do 

make him more careful but his range of assertions, his criticisms or his comments, is as 

wide as and is no wider than that of other subject. 

	
2	U.S.	Const.,	Amdt.	I,	§	2.	
3	King	v.	Dean	of	the	State	Asaph,	(1784)	3	T.R.	428	(hereinafter,	Dean).	
4	Benett	Coleman	&	Co.	&	Ors.	v.	Union	of	India,	AIR	1973	106	(India).	
5	Collected	Works	of	Mahatma	Gandhi,	Vol.	73,	p.	22.	
6	Parliament	Speech	on	May	16,	1951	by	Jawaharlal	Nehru.	
7	Arnold	v.	King	Emperor,	(1914)	18	C.W.N	785	(P.C).	
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The main emphasis of this research paper would be on how there is a threat to freedom of press 

and what steps should the government take to ensure the freedom of press is not a threat to 

democracy anymore. 

 

1. FREEDOM OF SPEECH IS ESSENTIAL FOR PRESERVING THE SANCTITY OF OTHER 

RIGHTS AND ITS PRACTICE IN DEMOCRACY 

 

2. FREEDOM TO REPORT AS A VITAL PART OF SPEECH AND EXPRESSION AND INDIA’S 

REALITY 

In this part it is explained that how the freedom of press is violated and reality of press freedom in 

India. There are many instances where journalist is threatened and not allowed to report which go 

against their right. The Hon’ble Supreme Court in Romesh Thapar v. State of Madras,8 recognized 

freedom of press under the Indian Constitution. It has held that freedom of speech and expression 

encompasses the right to circulation. In Brij Bhushan v. State of Delhi,9 it was observed that every 

freeman has the right to express his sentiments as he pleases before the public; to forbid it is to 

destroy democracy. The Hon'ble Supreme Court observed in Union of India v. Association for 

Democratic Reforms,10 

Uneven data, disinformation, falsehood and non-data, all similarly make an ignorant 

populace which makes popular government a sham. The right to speak freely of discourse 

and articulation incorporates right to bestow and get data which incorporates opportunity 

to hold feelings. 

In the case of Indian Express Newspapers v. Union of India, it has been held that the press 

assumes an extremely critical job in the vote-based hardware.11  

As demonstrated, the courts have an obligation to maintain the opportunity to press and 

discredit all laws and regulatory activities that condense that opportunity. Such an opportunity has 

three basic components:12  

1. Opportunity of access to all wellsprings of data,  

	
8	Romesh	Thapar	v.	State	of	Madras,	AIR	1950	SC	124	(India).	
9	Brij	Bhushan	v.	State	of	Delhi,	AIR	1950	SC	129	(India).	
10	Union	of	India	v.	Association	for	Democratic	Reforms,	(2002)	3	SCR	294	(India).	
11	Indian	Express	Newspapers	v.	Union	of	India,	AIR	1986	515	(India).	
12	Ibid.	
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2. Opportunity of distribution, and  

3. Opportunity of flow.  

There were numerous occurrences when the opportunity of press has been smothered by the 

lawmaking body. In Sakal Papers v. Union of India,13 the Daily Newspapers (Price and Page) 

Order, 1960, which fixed the quantity of pages and size which a paper could distribute at a value 

was held to be violative of opportunity of press and not a sensible limitation under the Article 

19(2). Thus, in Bennett Coleman and Co. v. Union of India,14 the legitimacy of the Newsprint 

Control Order, which fixed the most extreme number of pages, was struck down by the Court 

holding it to be violative of arrangement of Article 19(1)(a) and not to be sensible limitation under 

Article 19(2). The Court likewise dismissed the request of the Government to provide impetus to 

small-scale papers. 

The United States Supreme Court has described that the main objective of the first amendment 

was to overcome all previous restraints.15 It is observed that from the early precedents to the latest 

cases, the Supreme Court has held that Article 19 (1) includes freedom of press.16 The US Supreme 

Court also in various cases held that freedom of press is an important right, and no one shall be 

deprived of the same. In this case, American judgments take precedence as India has adopted 

freedom of press from the constitution of the US. In New York Times case,17 it was held by Justice 

Black that freedom of press is the most the important right, and no one shall be deprived of it.  

In India, freedom of press as a bulwark must be avoidable. Freedom of Press is guaranteed to 

all the citizens, hence, not applicable to foreigners as observed in the case of M.S.M Sharma v. 

Shri Shrikrishna Sinha.18 Recently, India has witnessed a plethora of incidents that vilified 

journalists in public. These are some instances; 

• Arnab Goswami was heckled by comic Kunal Kamra in an Indigo flight.19 

	
13	Sakal	Papers	v.	Union	of	India,	AIR	1962	305	(India).	
14		Bennett,	supra	note	3.		
15	Patterson	v.	Colorado,	205	U.S.	454	(1907).	
16		Dean,	supra	note	1.	
17	New	York	Times	v.	United	States,	403	U.S.	713	(1971).	
18	M.S.M	Sharma	v.	Shri	Shrikrishna	Sinha,	AIR	1959	SC	397	(India).	
19	Niharika	Sharma,	A	comedian	heckles	a	“nationalist”	news	anchor—and	riles	the	Indian	government	(Jan	29,	
2020),		https://qz.com/india/1792692/kunal-kamra-heckles-arnab-goswami-on-indigo-riles-hardeep-puri/	
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• Deepak Chaurasia was heckled in Shaheen Bagh when he was reporting about the 

protests.20 

• Republic TV journalist Piyush Mishra was heckled by ex-Hindu journalist at JNU.21 

These episodes show that the freedom of press is not being guaranteed to the journalists and they 

are being withheld from reporting what they intend to. This is a serious threat to Indian democracy 

as journalists do not enjoy freedom of speech and expression.  

In reality, all equitable nations’ press appreciate a significant job undoubtedly. Additionally, 

the press appreciates an opportunity to viably communicate its perspective. Popular government 

relies upon the capacity of writers to talk truth to control, research manhandles, add to and fortify 

open discussion, and give individuals data on their general surroundings. Exemption for 

manhandles which look to quiet writers is a worldwide danger to opportunity of articulation and 

open social orders, and one that continues year on year with little improvement.  

As per the UNESCO Observatory of killed journalists, 82 columnists and media laborers have 

been murdered from 2018 to date.22 The vast majority of these cases will see little equity: of the 

930 killings recorded somewhere in the range of 2012 and 2016, just 10% have been settled and 

seen real equity23.  

Assaults on writers take numerous structures. Columnists can face years of detainment, abuse 

by police, provocation by State or private entertainers, sexual brutality, physical assaults and 

murder for uncovering manhandles, voicing contradiction and providing details regarding fights 

and political procedures. The determined inability to make a move against those capable and 

research huge numbers of these wrongdoings is an inferred acknowledgment by legislatures of 

violations against opportunity of articulation. The International Press Institute (IPI), in 

participation with the Al Jazeera Media Network, the International News Safety Institute (INSI) 

and the African Media Initiative (AMI), is driving a worldwide exertion to advance a culture of 

	
20	Shashikant	Sharma,	News	Nation	Journalist	Manhandled,	Camera	Broken	At	Shaheen	Bagh	Protest	Site	(Jan.	
24,	 2020),	 	 https://english.newsnationtv.com/india/news/deepak-chaurasia-news-nation-journalist-
manhandeled-at-shaheen-bagh-251873.html	
21	Ex-The	Hindu	 journalist	 Abhimanyu	 Singh	 heckles,	 assaults	 Republic	 TV	 journalist	 Piyush	Mishra	 in	 police	
presence,	 (	 Jan.	 6,	 2020),	 https://www.opindia.com/2020/01/abhimanyu-singh-heckles-republic-tv-
journalist-jnu-violence/	
22	 United	 Nations	 Educational,	 Scientific	 and	 Cultural	 Organization,	 Safety	 of	 Journalists,	 (Oct.	 18,	 2020),		
https://en.unesco.org/themes/safety-journalists.	
23	Ibid.	
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security inside the media business by bring forth issues about global benchmarks.24 It also strives 

to empower best practices in the newsroom to ensure writers and media staff deputed on risky 

assignments or working in antagonistic situations.  

Governments must comprehend why writers need uncommon consideration. Viciousness 

against columnists is a wrongdoing against fundamental majority rule esteems, for example, free 

articulation and the privilege to data. In this manner, governments need to perpetrate themselves 

regarding such savagery as wrongdoings planned for undermining open request and popularity-

based administration. Proper alterations should be presented in criminal and common laws. A strict 

law needs to be enacted wherein the persons those who heckle journalist must be sent to prison or 

liable to pay a huge fine. 

Legislative specialists, lawmakers and law enforcement organizations must treat these 

wrongdoings with full political, authoritative and specialized assets accessible to them to ensure 

the hoodlums and those behind them don’t get away from equity. There is no uncertainty that 

columnists should show the most significant level of expert gauges so as to guard the nobility of 

this respectable calling. Be that as it may, writers’ expert measures, (or absence of them) must not 

be utilized as a contention by governments while examining their security or scarcity in that 

department25. Governments at various levels fail to realize the importance of obligation. It is time 

after time accepted that “dependable news-casting” signifies “no analysis, no parody, no 

incitement, and no varying voices”. This methodology prompts self-control implies a double-

edged sword, stifling and quieting voices. The instances which India is witnessing is harmful for 

privacy of journalists in India. People judge a journalist based on what political stance they take. 

Privacy means to let alone and if some journalist does not stand with will of some group they are 

heckled.  

Governments should support a domain wherein their residents live in a general public where 

free discourse is secured by laws so as to cultivate, not smother, pluralistic media. On the off 

chance that these and other fundamental conditions for a free society are not accommodated, 

writers and the media will consistently search for elective approaches to noisily and obviously 

voice their conclusions so as to uncover subjects of open significance to society. Worldwide bodies 

	
24	Ethical	 Journalism	Network	Annual	Report-	2017/18,	Ethical	 Journalism:	The	Key	to	Building	Trust	 in	the	
News,	 https://cdn.ethicaljournalismnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Ethical-Journalism-
Network-Annual-Report-201718.pdf	
25	supra	note	at	23	
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have likewise perceived the more extensive ramifications of assaults on columnists, as was held 

for instance by the Inter American Commission of Human Rights in Miranda v Mexico.26 The 

exemption of any of the gatherings liable for a demonstration of animosity against a journalist - 

the most genuine of which is definitely murder - or against any individual occupied with the action 

of open articulation of data or thoughts comprises a motivating force for all violators of human 

rights. 

 

SHOULD SUPREME COURT TAKE STRINGENT STEPS TO FORBID 

HECKLING OF JOURNALISTS? 

Yes, the Hon’ble Supreme Court should make laws to prevent heckling of journalists as it 

poses a threat to very democracy of our nation. The legal system of India is also not supportive to 

the journalist as in the United States. In one of the cases, the US Supreme Court had to determine 

if the Minnesota law restricted freedom of press.27 The Court ruled that the law kept certain 

information from being published - a concept called prior restraint and violated the First 

Amendment.28 This case assisted with establishing the principle that the government can't censor 

or prohibit a publication in advance, with a few exceptions, even though the communication might 

be actionable in a future proceeding.29 

In Zerilli v. Smith, the Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit concluded that the reporter's 

privilege existed and that its application depended on two factors: (1) that the information sought 

was crucial to a litigant's case and (2) that the information could not be acquired from any other 

source.30 

One of the earliest United States cases which did not consider that the State's interest in order 

could be used to prohibit activity which might arouse some kind of hostility was Dearborn 

Publishing Company v. Fitzgerald, decided by the United States District Court for Northern Ohio 

in 1921.31 The Dearborn Publishing Company published an anti-Jewish newspaper. The police 

department insisted that, while the paper could be sold in stores and on newsstands, it could not be 

peddled on the streets. The police department contended that sales on the streets would tend to 

	
26	Mirinda	v.	Mexico,	Case	11.739,	Inter-Am.	C.H.R.,	Report	No.	5/99,	OEA/Ser.L/V/II.106,	doc.	6	rev.	(1999).	
27	Near	v.	Minnesota,	283	U.S.	697	(1931).	
28	Ibid.	
29	Ibid.	
30	Zerilli	v.	Smith,	656	F.2d	705	(1981).	
31	Dearborn	Publishing	Company	v.	Fitzgerald,	D.C.,	271	F.	479,	482.	
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cause disorder. The publishing company sought an injunction to prevent this restraint of their sales. 

The court granted the injunction. So, the freedom in India must be provided. The government 

should make stringent policies to put a curb on heckling of journalists as it violates International 

Human Rights Law and also Article 19 of the Indian Constitution. 

 

FAKE NEWS AND MEDIA CORRUPTION AS A THREAT TO FREEDOM OF 

PRESS 

Fake news can be termed as an information based on misplaced facts. It spreads like wildfire 

through social media and electronic media. The general consensus is to believe media as a reliable 

source of information. Media also has the privilege to report all news. Article 19(1)(a) indeed 

guarantees right to freedom of speech and expressions, but it also has some restrictions. The press 

must maintain public order and stop publishing fake news. 

 

A. Should India have a Law to Regulate Fake News? 

Singapore has bought a law relating to fake news.32 On the off chance that the presents are 

found on be provocative or malevolent to Singapore's enthusiasm, all things considered the 

wrongdoer could confront a prison term as long as 10 years or fines up to $1 million ($735,000). 

The Protection from Online Falsehoods and Manipulation Act was spent on Wednesday by a vote 

of 72-9 larger part, a legislator with the resistance Worker's Party, Daniel Goh, said on Facebook.33  

Singapore says it is defenseless against counterfeit news due to its situation as a worldwide 

budgetary center point, blended ethnic populace and boundless web get to34.   

In April 2019, Russian President Vladimir Putin marked a law that enabled the States to square 

sites and force fines on Russians who spread what the specialists see as phony news or who show 

affront towards the administration on the web.35 Accordingly, individuals can be fined up to 

400,000 Ruble ($6,120) for circulating false information online. 

France passed two anti-fake news laws in 2018. The laws allow the authority to suspend 

television channels “controlled by a foreign state” if they disseminate false information. Hence, 

	
32	Protection	from	Online	Falsehoods	and	Manipulation	Act,	2019	
33	 Singapore	 passes	 fake	 news	 law	 amid	 freedom	 of	 speech	 fear,	 (	 9	 May,	 2019),		
https://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/singapore-passes-fake-news-law-amid-freedom-of-speech-
fears/story-Kx34mxYgry6SYdn7WUaEkK.html	
34	Ibid	
35	Information	technologies	and	Protection	of	Information,	2019		
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the government has the power to take on any foreign TV station suspected of spreading “false 

news”. Anyone who violates the law could face one year in prison and a fine of 75,000 euro. 

India till today has witnessed a lot of misinformation spread through the social and television 

media which leads to protests by people of the country. Some of the instances of fake news 

spreading in India are:  

Example 1:36 Rajdeep Sardesai had to apologize for spreading fake news in the Sohrabuddin 

encounter case. 

Example 2:37 The principal cut, Kanwal can be seen rehashing the 2002 post-Godhra riots account 

against boss pastor Modi however Salman Khan was in no disposition to cooperate and called 

attention to the perfect chits given to boss clergyman Modi by the courts and CBI right now. 

Afterwards, all through the clasp one can see Salman Khan countering cases of pundits and Kanwal 

accordingly concurring with his contentions. In the subsequent clasp, one can see Salman Khan 

transparently mocking Kanwal. He announced that towards the finish of the meeting by snidely 

saying that he is thinking about applying for a press card so he also can start gushing rubbish.  

These incidents form a threat to democracy and smooth functioning of administration. Media being 

considered as a fourth pillar of democracy must not be misuse the right to report. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Freedom of press is essential for the functioning of democracy. It should not be misused or not 

allowed to be used.  

 

A. The UK Regime: Can India take a Cue from their Jurisprudence? 

If no guarantee of individual rights if it is absolute the Freedom of Press – it must be reconciled 

with the collective interests of the society.38 Lord Denning in the Court of Appeal:39 

	
36	 Sohrabuddin	 Case:	 Rajdeep	 Sardesai	 acquitted	 after	 apologizing	 for	 'false	 reporting',	 (	 Jan.	 13,	 2020),	
https://www.freepressjournal.in/india/rajdeep-sardesai-acquitted-after-issuing-apology-in-2019-for-false-
reporting-on-ips-trivedi-in-sohrabuddin-case	
37	 Nairita	 Das,	 2002	 Riot:	 Now,	 Narendra	 Modi	 finds	 support	 in	 Salman	 Khan's	 father,	
https://www.oneindia.com/india/salman-khan-s-father-salim-defends-narendra-modi-2002-gujarat-riots-
lse-1418283.html	
38	Gitlow	v.	New	York,	(1925)	268	US	652;	Kochani	v.	State	of	Madras,	AIR	1960	SC	1080	(India).	
39	Schering	Chemicals	v.	Falman	(1981)	2	All	ER	321	(330,347)	
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The freedom of press is extolled as one of the great bulwarks of liberty. It is not entrenched 

in the Constitutions of the World. But it is often misunderstood. It does not mean that the 

press is free to ruin a reputation or to break a constitution or to pollute the course of justice 

or to publish something which is unlawful.  

In short, press does not have absolute immunity from action of unlawful conduct.40 

 

B. The USA Regime 

In a recent case,41 “The extraordinary protection afforded by first amendment carry with them 

something in the nature of fiduciary duty to exercise their rights responsibly- a duty widely 

acknowledged but not always observed by the editors”. As Story observed, without any limitation 

whatsoever, what is an inestimable privilege in a free government might become the courage of 

the republic. When there is danger to public interest,42 the state can curtail the rights. Freedom of 

Press cannot mean that publishing anything.  

In India, Freedom of Press is being misused as this freedom is misunderstood in the country. 

It also violates an exception provided under Article 19 (2) of the Indian Constitution, i.e. public 

interest. 

Example 1: Last week a woman was shown on NDTV holding her child and saying that CAA is 

a threat to Indian Muslims as it also questions their citizens. But the fact is CAA is not applicable 

to Indian Citizens. 

Example 2:43 A video instigation Jamia protests went viral. It showed the police throwing stones 

on the students, but it was not Jamia. Media made no attempt to correct it; instead it started 

spreading these videos. 

Hence, the government should enact stringent laws to curb abuses on journalists and spreading 

fake news. Otherwise the rights are going to be either misused or the journalist will not deserve 

those rights. India has dropped two places on a worldwide press opportunity list to be positioned 

140 out of 180 nations in the yearly Reporters. Without Borders examination discharged on 

	
40	supra	note	13.	
41	Nebraska	Press	Association	v.	Stuart,	427	U.S.	539	(1976).	
42	Debs	v.	U.S.	(1919)	249	U.S.	211.	
43	 Pooja	 Chaudhuri,	 Jamia	 Videos:	 Facts	 As	 They	 Are,	 (	 Feb.	 17,	 2020,	 3:34	 PM),		
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/articleshow/74169960.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_mediu
m=text&utm_campaign=cppst	
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Thursday, with the lead up to the continuous Indian general decisions hailed as an especially risky 

time for columnists.  

The World Press Freedom Index 2019, beat by Norway, finds an expanded feeling of 

antagonistic vibe towards writers over the world, with fierce assaults in India prompting at any 

rate six Indian columnists. Brutality against writers including police viciousness, assaults by 

Maoist contenders and backlashes by criminal gatherings or degenerate legislators is one of the 

most striking qualities of the present condition of press opportunity in India. At any rate, six Indian 

writers were executed regarding their work in 2018.  Various questions encompass a seventh case, 

the record noted. To save the media from fake news and to prevent heckling of journalists will 

save democracy. 

 


